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ㅡ
Skills

Amazon Web Services, C, CircleCI, Compiler and Code Generation, Customer
Support, Embedded, Gradle, Java, Java Virtual Machine, JavaScript, JSON, JUnit,
Linux, Maven, Profiling, QA Testing, REST APIs, Serverless API, Shell Scripting,
VisualVM, XML, YAML
I am quick to learn and willing to learn new things! I have both professional and
personal experience with Java which exceeds 5 years.

ㅡ
Experience

IOpipe / Software Engineer

December 2017 - March 2019, Remote (with travel to Philadelphia, PA)

I developed the IOpipe Java agent which allows those who are using Java in AWS
Lambda to view metrics on their invocations such as the duration of execution and
errors. I implemented the agent along with its features such as profiling and logging
following the direction of the other agents, which have previously implemented
said features. I managed all of the project releases.
Any source code I wrote is fully documented with comments and is intended to be
as concise as possible so that anyone, including myself, can go back into any part of
the project and continue working on it. For each pull request made for any of the
code that I write or have contributed to, I sometimes have paired with my manager
to review that code. I have additionally created and/or reviewed other pull requests
which were generally written in JavaScript, Go, and Python.
To ensure quality across the dashboard and the various agents I spearheaded what
at the time was called QA Test Day which is a process that allows others to submit
tasks to be tested along with general testing. I developed this process completely
which includes how to submit tasks to be done and how to execute the tasks on the
actual day in question. Other than QA Test Day, I regularly tested the dashboard
and agents so that they can move into production.
While on the Engineering Team, I have been involved in a number of meetings on
the architecture and direction of our product. My involvement in these meetings
has never been specifically limited to my Java expertise, non-Java specific
suggestions and thoughts have been iterated over and some of my ideas have been
selected.
I have additionally written articles related to Java and AWS Lambda development
on Medium. My most popular articles were Java Libraries are Your Lambda Enemy,
and Optimizing AWS Java Lambdas.

ㅡ
Projects

SquirrelJME
February 2016 - Present
SquirrelJME aims to be an implementation of Java ME 8 (the successor to J2ME) which is
Java for embedded devices and mobile platforms. It is written in Java and is licensed under
the GNU GPLv3+. I work on it during my spare time as a side project. The project itself goes
deeply into reverse engineering, compiler design, and resource constrained systems. It is
quite complex and although it is in the early stages it is quite a challenge to work with.

ㅡ
Education

Middlesex County College / Java Certificate
September 2007 - April 2011, Edison, NJ

My time at college was spent increasing my knowledge of Java and Shell Scripting.

ㅡ
Recommendations

Adam Johnson / CEO of IOpipe

Stephanie worked with us at IOpipe to build out our Java instrumentation library
for AWS Lambda based serverless applications. She built out the library from
scratch and was very self driven the entire time. Throughout the project, Stephanie
delivered incredibly high quality code. She has deep knowledge of Java and and the
JVM, and was able to solve numerous technical hurdles with the project. Stephanie
was able to work autonomously on the project with little oversight, while keeping
the quality and attention to detail high.
If you’re looking for a self driven engineer to work on any complex Java/JVM based
work, look no further.

Pam Selle / Director of Engineering, Direct Manager

I worked with Stephanie on a project that was not only critical to our business, but
where the source code would be open sourced, no small matter. Stephanie took
direction well, received feedback very well, and was very responsive during the
entirety of the project. I knew that when I asked Stephanie to work on something,
or gave feedback for modifications, I could trust her to execute on it and she’d
promptly let me know when things were ready for re-review. She worked well
within our process, and I’d recommend working with her.

Erica Windisch / CTO of IOpipe, Direct Manager

Stephanie is a fast and efficient developer that has exceeded our expectations. I
began working with her when she was a junior engineer, but she quickly began
solving difficult and complex problems as well as any of our senior staff.

ㅡ

Publications

Logging your Java Invocations with IOpipe
Want access to your AWS Java Lambda logs without leaving the IOpipe dashboard?
We now support this in Java if you are using Log4j2 and TinyLog!

Quick And Easy Observability for AWS Java Lambda, No Code Changes!
Now you can add observability to your AWS Java Lambdas using IOpipe without
needing to modify any of your code! It just takes a few steps!

Optimizing AWS Java Lambdas
If your Java lambdas are running slow, it can be a nightmare to find the culprit! This
article will cover a bunch of tried and true tips that you can utilize to optimize your
code so that it runs faster, or uses less memory.

Monitoring your Spring Cloud Function with IOpipe
If you use the Spring Cloud Function framework, you can monitor executions of it
using IOpipe. Starting with version 1.8.0 of the IOpipe Java agent you are able to
wrap Spring Cloud Functions using the Generic Entry Point handler without making
any modifications to your code!

Java Libraries are Your Lambda Enemy
So you are using AWS Lambda and your invocations seem to be running a bit slow,
especially in the cold start area. Have you ever thought that this is caused by the
libraries you are using? Java can be expensive on AWS Lambda, but it does not have
to be at all.

